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Lexical  Access

Word Superiority effect

• Reicher 1969
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Frequency

• More frequent words are retrieved faster
• Neighborhood size also matters (Andrews

(1989)
– ‘Rind’ by changing one letter you get:
– find, kind, mind…
– Try ‘Ruin’
– Prediction, although ‘rind’ and ‘ruin’ are of

similar frequency, ‘rind’ should be recognized
faster

Pseudo-homophone effect
Rubenstein

• Subjects are slower rejecting pseudo-
homophones as words
– blud blood blad
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Priming

• Lexical priming
• Faster decision if target  preceded by a

semantically related word
• Faster decision if target preceded by a

phonologically related word
– As compared to unrelated

Picture word Naming

• Name a picture with a word inside it
– Asked to ignore the word

• But you cannot!
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Priming effects

• When word is semantically related to the
prime - rt slower

• When word is phonologically related to the
picture - rt faster

• As compared to unrelated

SOA

• Effects disappear at different SOA’s
(Levelt)
– Negative SOA No Phonological effect
– Positive SOA No semantic effect

• Supports a model where we have Semantic
processing first and phonological
processing second.
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WEAVER Levelt & Roelofs,
Meyer
Concepts

Lexical Selection

Morphology

Phonology

Phonetics

Articulation

Lexical concept

Lemma

Morpheme

Phonological word

Phonetic gestural score

Sound wave

Lemmas
Mental Lexicon

Word forms

• Lemma makes the link between form and meaning.
The connection between sound and meaning is
arbitrary - words that sound similar don’t have
similar meanings (can even have identical sound –
bough/bow, watch/watch – but still not related in
meaning).

• WEAVER is a two-stage lexical access model
– tip of the tongue
– SOA evidence
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Errors

Weaver++predicts errors will occur at two
different levels

• Errors accessing the word’s lemma will be
related in meaning to the target word:
– Tree vs shrub

• Errors accessing the phonological form
– Slab vs flab
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Dell - interactive networks

FOG DOG CAT RAT MAT

gtoaemkdrf

semantics

words

phonemes

onsets vowels codas

••Dell et alDell et al’’s models are s models are interactive activationinteractive activation  modelsmodels
(1986, 1997, 2000 etc). Activation (1986, 1997, 2000 etc). Activation ‘‘cascadescascades’’ from one from one
level to the nextlevel to the next

••For example if the target is For example if the target is ‘‘CATCAT’’, the semantic level, the semantic level
activates lemma for cat and neighbouring nodes it isactivates lemma for cat and neighbouring nodes it is
attached to (e.g. DOG, RAT)attached to (e.g. DOG, RAT)

••All relevant phonological units All relevant phonological units –– those of the target and those of the target and
its competitors (neighbours) receive some activationits competitors (neighbours) receive some activation
during lemma selectionduring lemma selection

••Resting levels of activation determined by frequency ofResting levels of activation determined by frequency of
activation activation –– high frequency words have higher resting high frequency words have higher resting
levelslevels
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• Feedback from phonological units means
unrelated lemmas, such as MAT, LOG, HAT will
also be activated

• Feedback  ‘refreshes’ activation at earlier levels
• Activation from different levels is ‘summed’ until

a word reaches a sufficient level activation to be
selected

• Selection points (extra jolts of activation to most
highly activated node) introduce seriality and
reduce influence of competitors

• Errors occur when there is ‘noise’ in the system
and a non-target word is more highly activated
than the target

• Noise may be due to a number of factors,
including word frequency (errors more common
on low frequency words), distraction from
external sources, tiredness, brain damage

• The model will naturally produce a small number
of errors, but model can also be ‘lesioned’ to
simulate brain damage

• Damage can be simulated in one of two ways:
reduction of connection weights between nodes, or
increase in the rate at which information is lost
from activated nodes (decay rate)
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• Reducing connection weight (transmission
of activation between levels) results in more
nonword and unrelated errors, as
information is ‘lost’ in transmission:

– Nonword errors (e.g. ROG) occur at phoneme
level, when insufficient activation to select
correct phonemes

– Unrelated errors may occur when there are high
levels of ‘noise’ in the system, or when wrong
lemma is selected (e.g. DOG) then wrong
phoneme selected (e.g.LOG)

ß Increasing decay rate (how well activation is
maintained at each level) results in more real-word
errors  as activation of target ‘fades away’ and
competitors have greater chance of selection

ß Semantic errors (e.g. DOG) occur when wrong lemma
is activated

ß Formal errors (e.g. CAP) occur at either lemma or
phoneme level

ß Mixed errors occur when lemma and phoneme levels
interact
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• Formal errors tend to occur more often than
would be expected by chance – called Lexical Bias

• In Dell model, phonemes that would result in
nonwords may become activated, but interaction
with lexical level makes real word errors more
likely than nonword errors

• Weaver++ (and other serial models) has to
incorporate a ‘binding by checking’ mechanism to
monitor errors – more likely to detect nonword
than real word errors
– But adding a monitoring device is generally regarded as

an unsatisfactory solution (e.g. Stemberger, 1985

• Mixed Errors also easier to explain with
interactive model:
Result of top-down and  bottom-up activation
from semantic and phoneme levels – ‘biased’
towards words that are related in both meaning
and sound

• In non-interactive models, no reason why
semantic errors should also be phonologically
related

• They predict mixed errors that occur by blending
of lemmas – e.g. CLOSE + NEAR → CLEAR

• But these don’t occur as often as words that share
both semantic and phonological relationship (e.g.
CAT → RAT)
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Comparison
• There is strong evidence for a two-stage model of lexical

access
– Tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon
– Semantic and phonological errors seem to be produced at different

stages in production
– SOA evidence

• The evidence for/against interaction between stages is less
conclusive
– Experiments on the time-course of activation suggest NO

interaction
– Modelling of speech errors suggests there IS interaction
– Does it make sense, though, to introduce feedback just to make

particular error types possible?
– Caramazza & Rhuml compared Dell’s model with patient data -

statistical differences.


